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President’s Message

Richard Louvet

At the Christmas party hosted by Gil and Virginia, Gil Freitag
MMR was presented with a beautiful framed photo celebrating
Stony Creek & Western’s 50th Anniversary.
Congratulations, Gil!
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Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad Part 4
(Editor’s Note: This article is being reprinted to include the graphic, TNO Depot Job Switch List, which
we accidentally left off in last month’s issue. The Derail apologizes to Al Partlow for this error.)

In this installment we are going to address rail
switching operations in a concentrated industrial area, in this case around the Texas & New Orleans
Railroad’s Houston Grand Central Station. This
“layout design element” features a large passenger
station and related engine service facilities and nearby industries. This area provides interesting switching activities for one or two operators for three “real
time” hours during an operating session. Not only
do the operators perform passenger train switching,
but they also switch the surrounding industrial sites
in the area, including the nearby engine terminal.
That includes “hostling” motive power to and from
the depot.
The prototype designated this switching assignment
as “The Team Track Job” and a switch engine and
crew were on duty around the clock in the 1950s era
that I model. Switching operations were most definitely a “game of chess” as crews had to work
around arriving and departing passenger trains (still
twenty plus a day in the early 1950s). T&NO passenger trains ran on time in those days, and it was
not good job security for a switch crew to delay the
scheduled departure of a train. Crews also had to
keep nearby industries spotted with empties and inbound loads as required, as well as pulling empties
and outbound loads in a timely manner.
Rather than using car cards/waybills for the movement of freight cars, crews utilize a “Switch
List” (either hand written or pre-printed) to help facilitate proper car placement at the various industries. This eliminates the shuffling of large numbers
of car cards/waybills. A sample of a switch list for
November 22, 1952, from which the crew will perform their work, is provided at the end of this article.
As you will note, the switch list is divided into an
“East End” and “West End” for lining up cars for the
two distinct areas to be switched. General Switching
Instructions indicate that the “West End” must be
switched first due to a passenger train occupying

By Al Partlow

Station Track #1, which is also the “lead track” for
several “East End” industries.
A two man crew is ideal for this switch job, as one
person can handle the Switch List, communicate
with the Dispatcher regarding the arrival and departure of passenger trains, help line switches and “pull
pins” as needed. The other crew member can run
the locomotive and also line switches on the locomotive end of movements. If two people are not
available, one person can still handle the job if necessary.
The work begins with the crew checking the Switch
List to determine which cars in the “inbound cut” are
for “East End Industries” and which cars are for
“West End Industries”. Cars going to the same industry are then lined up accordingly to avoid
“switching them out” on arrival at the respective industrial area.
It is also important to note on the Switch List if cars
are to be spotted at a specific door at an industry,
with the crew lining up cars as designated.
As mentioned earlier, the crew will switch the “West
End Industries” first, so cars so designated are organized accordingly and the actual switching work begins. Universal Terminal Warehouse and Kraft
Foods are usually switched first, as they are closest
to the depot. Empties from these two industries
must also be pulled or loads re-spotted as required,
in addition to spotting cars off the inbound cut.
Once this work is completed, the crew heads to the
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Warehouse to perform
work there. They also must take cars with them for
the Camp Logan Team Track, with those cars trailing the locomotive in order to be able to switch this
“trailing point” spur track. After spotting cars for
these two locations, the crew then returns to complete the “West End” work by switching the Houston & Texas Central Roundhouse which is where
diesel passenger locomotives and switch engines
were serviced in the early 1950s. Cars containing
sand, diesel fuel, grease and lube oil are typical inbound traffic for this facility.
(Continued on page 3)
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Realistic Operations On Your Model Railroad Part 4
(Continued from page 2)

By the time this work has been completed, the “East
End Industries” are now accessible, as the “The Hustler” has departed the depot for Dallas, making the
lead track to the east end open. Again, cars are
grouped for each industry and lined up for spotting as
indicated on the Switch List. All industries on the
East End are “trailing point” spur tracks, so no “runaround” movements are required. There is an East
End Storage Track which is used for “off-spot” cars
and cars that cannot be spotted at the industries must
be placed on this track accordingly.
After this work is completed, the crew must turn its
attention to switching the inbound and outbound passenger trains. Head end cars off inbound trains must
be spotted at the Post Office Parcel Post Building and
loaded outbound cars pulled and placed on the proper
outbound trains. The outbound “Sunbeam” train
must also be turned on the wye and a parlor car cut
into the train for its early evening departure to Dallas.
The outbound “Owl” must also be switched and made

Photo provided by Al Partlow
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By Al Partlow

ready for a late evening departure to Dallas. In late
November and into December, the “Owl” could operate with as many as 12-15 cars, mainly headend
equipment such as express reefers, express boxcars,
as well as full baggage and storage mail cars. An additional sleeper and chair car might also be in the
consist to accommodate additional holiday travelers.
The key to this kind of switching is to take some extra time at the beginning of the shift to develop a plan
for switching the multiple industries, each with numerous car spots, in an efficient manner. Blocking
cars together for a particular industry will also save
time in the long run. Switching crews assigned to a
passenger terminal must also remain aware of the
schedules of passenger trains and perform their
switching work in a manner that will ensure on-time
departures of trains.
So, try using a Switch List when you have heavy
switching work to perform and I think you will find
the results most satisfying.

(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3)
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Hempstead Depot

By Don Hand

The Galveston and Red River began construction
from Houston toward the northwest in 1855. The
next year the railroad was reorganized as the Houston
& Texas Central (H&TC), the name it retained until
merged into the Texas & New Orleans (T&NO) in
1934.
By 1858 construction had reached the ridge that separates the Buffalo Bayou watershed from the Brazos
River watershed; there at MP 50, the route swung due
north essentially paralleling the Brazos. By that time
moneyed interests in Brenham had formed the Washington County Railroad (WCRR) to continue northwest 21 miles from a junction with H&TC, across the
Brazos to serve Brenham.
As H&TC built toward MP 50, heirs of the Groce
family with big plantations east of the Brazos, founded a town in 1856 to serve the proposed junction.
This new town was named Hempstead.
H&TC built its depot at Hempstead to serve both
routes. It is distinctive because there is an operators’
bay window on both the east side, serving the route
from Houston toward North Texas; and another on
the west side, serving the WCRR to Brenham. Its
large platform made it easy to transfer passengers and
baggage from one line to the other.

Photo 1: East side of Hempstead Depot, c. 1900. Waller County
Historical Commission collection..

Interestingly, Photo 2, taken in 1940, shows the depot
shortened on its south end by removal of the lunchroom, with just a blank wall remaining. In his remembrance of 1943, Lawrence Chapman wrote that
the depot contained two equal sized segregated waiting rooms; an agent / telegrapher office between
them; and that inside plumbing had been installed
during the previous decade.

Construction of the H&TC was suspended during the
War Between the States, and the WCRR was wornout in the war effort. When normalcy was established, the H&TC resumed building north; and in
1869 it acquired the WCRR. That line was extended
west, and reached Austin in 1871. Pullman service in
Texas was inaugurated in 1872, between Houston and
Austin.
As built, Hempstead’s depot had three architectural
gable-above-bay windows on the east side (at the
southeast corner in the lunchroom, the previously
mentioned operators’ in the middle, and at the northeast corner in the baggage room), but only the one
operators’ gable-above-bay window on the west side.
Photo 1 dates from about 1900; among other things it
shows the three bay windows on the east side. A
Sanborn Fire Map of Hempstead dated 1925 shows
the depot’s footprint was still as built.

Photo 2: Train 16 at Hempstead Depot, 1940. Hugo Lockman.
Joe Dale Morris collection.

Photo 3 looks southwest. It shows: (Right) the baggage room with its gable-over-bay window; the
breezeway between the baggage room and North
waiting room; the agent / operator gable-over-bay
window; the train order signal; and (Left) the platform roof outside the South waiting room. Two
items in this photo are interesting: (Right) the corner
(Continued on page 6)
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Hempstead Depot (Cont.)
(Continued from page 5)

of a hip roof is that of the REA building (you can recognize that roof north of the depot, in Photo 1); and
the original wooden water tank had been replaced
with a S.P. Lines standard steel tank. The dates that
the steel tank was installed and the REA building was
relocated remain unclear.

Photo 3: Hempstead Depot, looking southwest. Richard Mousner collection.

By Don Hand

Photo 4: Hempstead Depot during the Hempstead Centennial,
1956. Waller County Historical Commission collection.

Hurricane CARLA was the most severe storm in Texas history! CARLA occurred on September 8-14,
1961; 34 died and 465 were injured; total damage
amounted to over $300 million. During CARLA the
Brazos River flooded out of its banks, gained record
velocity, and then hurled the flotsam from Texas’
largest hurricane at the T&NO crossing on the Austin
Branch. In CARLA’s wake, the railroad bridge was
totally gone, rail service from Hempstead to the west
ceased, and the 103-year era of Hempstead Junction
was finished.
Photo 5, looking south circa 1962, shows the freight
house on the right, that the former Austin Division
mainline and freight siding had been removed, and
the depot’s North waiting room, operators’ bay window, and the platform roof outside the South waiting
room. Note that the baggage room and roofed breezeway have been removed (date unknown).

Passenger service at the depot trended down with the
discontinuance of night trains to Austin in 1949, day
trains to Austin in 1951, day trains to Dallas in 1954,
and night trains to Dallas in 1958.
A huge architectural change to Hempstead Depot occurred sometime later than the previous photo. See
Photo 4, taken during the Hempstead Centennial celebration in 1956; it shows that the three remaining gable-above-bay windows and the brick chimney had
all been removed when the depot was re-roofed (date
unknown). It also confirms that the REA building had
been relocated to H.D. Schwarz’s farm prior to 1956.
Photo 5: Hempstead Depot after Austin Division tracks were
removed, c. 1962. Joe Bennatte collection.

In an article published a few years ago, I had captioned this photo “End of an era. Demolition of
Hempstead depot is underway, c. 1962”. And now,
the rest of the story!

(Continued on page 7)
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Hempstead Depot (Cont.)

By Don Hand

(Continued from page 6)

My neighbor Daniel Fife, a Hempstead native who
had helped me with local information, alerted me to
the eye-opening news that a bed-and-breakfast in
Round Top featured accommodations in the “restored
former Hempstead railroad station”!
Was it true? Did the depot that had served Hempstead
for 103 years actually survive for another 50 years
and still exist? The current owner of the depot said
yes. She got it from a farm in Independence, where
an artist had moved it from Hempstead, and had used
it for many years as a studio. Among photos that Mrs.
Brunson sent, Photo 6 shows the depot building still
in Independence. That blank south wall seen in Photos 2 and 4, had two large windows installed to provide light for the studio.

Photo 6: Depot building on its site near Independence, c. 2004.
Linda Brunson.

I just had to see it! Daniel and I scheduled a visit, and
I invited Al Partlow (SanJac T&NO authority, who
had contributed to my earlier article) to join us. On
February 11, 2013, we drove to Round Top, found
Well Spring Resort, met Mrs. Brunson, and visited
the depot building. Photo 7 shows the restored depot
as a bed and breakfast accommodation. Three exterior walls are still just like Photos 1 through 5. However that windowed south wall shown in Photo 6, now
has an annex that encloses a full bathroom (bed-andbreakfast guests expect that feature).
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Photo 7: Restored Hempstead Depot in Round Top. Linda Brunson.

Inside, we found it just as Chapman described, “two
…. waiting rooms; an agent / telegrapher office between them; and that inside plumbing had been installed (later)”. The floors, several interior doors and
transoms, some ceilings and woodwork are original
to the building. Al and I identified scars around the
bay window on the former east side confirming that a
train order signal had been operated there. Coupled
with its provenance, we were convinced that this is
the former Hempstead Depot!
Who said, “Trust, but verify”? We then drove to Independence, to see the site where the depot was retired for 40 years. We didn’t find anyone to answer
questions, but in nosing around the grounds we located the farm’s scrap pile. Wow! It contained the train
order signal shown in Photos 3 and 6 (although it had
been riddled by rifle fire, during its years of standing
above a field near Independence).
This “rest of the story” reminds me of another that
we’ve all heard; about the fellow who visited his uncle’s farm, opened a shed door and found a long forgotten, highly collectible classic automobile. Mrs.
Brunson certainly found a treasure in the historic
Hempstead Depot!
If you’d like to visit the restored Hempstead Depot,
please see wellspringretreat.net. You can also learn
more about Hempstead Junction in the article
“Hempstead, Texas”, by Don Hand, SPH&TS Trainline, Fall 2012, Pg. 26 – 32.
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Google-Mapping an Amtrak Train's Chances of Departing On Time
Disclaimer from David: "This article had to be rewritten on short
notice after Google Maps updated their satellite photos. All
necessary changes have hopefully been made."

I recently had some friends from Louisiana who
were taking a train trip from Lafayette to Arizona on
Amtrak. The wife had taken several Amtrak trips
during the past year (her first ever), and really enjoyed the experience. She especially enjoyed visiting with people on the trains. The husband had not
ridden on a long train trip since about 1979. They
finally decided to do a long one together for the first
time, and were really looking forward to it.
The day before their departure, they became a little
worried, because they found out the eastbound run
to New Orleans the day before was running nine
hours late. This was reportedly due to flooding in
Arizona. They had been told by a phone representative that the next day's westbound train would not be
affected by today's eastbound train, because they
were “separate trains”.
To that, I said, “HOGWASH!” Okay, I didn't really
say “hogwash”, but something to that effect. In the
first place, I would not expect the phone representative to know anything about a given Amtrak terminal's cycling of equipment. However, it occurred to
me that I could go on Google Maps, and check to
see what the passenger equipment inventory was
like on a day in the past when they photographed
New Orleans from the sky. So that is exactly what I
did.
https://www.google.com/maps/@29.9521714,90.0893875,175m/data=!3m1!1e3
On Google Maps, I looked at the passenger facilities
Amtrak has in New Orleans, which included primarily the tracks in the station, the coach yard, the engine terminal, and miscellaneous tracks like the wye
and approach tracks. I assumed the photo was taken
on a typical day. The shadows indicated the photo
was taken about 9:00 am in the morning. Google
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does not indicate the time of day or date of the photo, therefore I don't know when the photo was taken
exactly.
Amtrak had two seven-car consists in the coach
yard being serviced. One seemed to be allSuperliner, and the other had a 75' heritage baggage. Each had one of the scenic high curved window lounge cars. No consists were in the station.
There were an additional three cars in the coach
yard not in consists, all-Superliner. I would guess
they were probably a coach, a sleeper, and a dinerlounge. I imagine these extra cars would be so they
could rotate cars in and out of the normal consists
for routine maintenance or if one was bad-ordered
(didn't pass mechanical or safety inspections). I also
noticed that there were two locomotives in the engine terminal. I could not see the depot switcher anywhere, but there is an engine house, and other locomotives could have been in that building out of
view.
Upon consulting the schedules for the three trains
that serve New Orleans (the Sunset Limited to Los
Angeles, the City of New Orleans to Chicago, and
the Crescent to New York), I was able to figure out
the following with some assurance: One of those
consists would have been for the City of New Orleans departing early afternoon. The other consist
would probably have been for the Sunset Limited,
normally departing about then, but the photo could
have been taken several years ago when it departed
later, or the time could have been a little before the
normal 9:00 am departure, or perhaps the train was
late in getting readied. By the clock time of the
photo, the consist for the Crescent would have already departed early morning, so that is why there is
no consist for the Crescent in the station or coach
yard.
To me, it looks like Amtrak in New Orleans can
easily handle as many as possibly three cars needing
(Continued on page 9)
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Google-Mapping an Amtrak Train's Chances of Departing On Time
(Continued from page 8)

to be replaced in a train (depending on the type), but
not an entire train whose consist did not arrive the
previous day, and therefore would be unavailable.
The good news was that Amtrak expected the eastbound Sunset Limited to be into New Orleans only
eight hours late at 5:40 am. This would give them
at least three hours to service the train, i.e., replace
all used linens in the sleeping cars, replace pillow
covers in the coaches, water the cars, sweep and
clean the cars, restock the restrooms, and completely restock the diner and lounge cars with food and
drinks for 325 or so passengers for two days (2000
meals plus snacks).
However, the bad news was that thirty minutes later
the train had somehow lost another fifty-five
minutes, and wouldn't be into New Orleans until
6:45. I learned a long long long long time ago that
the Sunset Limited, once it starts losing time, just
gets later and later and later and later and later. (I
didn't pair my laters with my longs too well, but
that's the breaks.) The Union Pacific has kept this
old Southern Pacific tradition alive and well, bless
their missed-the-time-slot hearts.
My experience with the Sunset Limited being serviced in New Orleans, when it used to run through
to Florida, was that the time or two we got into New
Orleans late, they were unable to make up any significant time because it took them just about the full
three hours allotted to service and water the train in
the station. Most of the time was spent stocking the
diner and lounge. I remember one time it left New
Orleans even later than when it arrived. I suppose it
missed the Chessie Systems time slot as well.
I suggested to my friends that they consider how
long it takes them to put away a two-week grocery
shopping at home (168 meals), in order to figure out
how long it might take Amtrak to put away food,
drink, and snack items for the estimated 2,000 meals
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they might have to serve between N'awlins and LA.
Having watched a bit the loading of stores aboard
the Sunset Limited in New Orleans, I noticed that it
did not proceed exactly at breakneck speed. No
criticism intended—there was just a whole lot of
stuff to do—and I could imagine them having to
break open juice boxes and stock them into racks in
the refrigerator, and other time consuming activities
unbeknownst to me, a mere station platform dining
car stock cart watcher.
I told my friends that my best guess was that the
servicing would probably cause the train to be a little late leaving New Orleans tomorrow morning (an
hour or so), but if the crew hustles, it might make
the 9:00 am departure. This is also dependent on
whether or not they have an overnight coach yard
crew available to service the cars. If they don't, all
bets are off. I would think they would have people
they could call in at odd hours, though. Possibly,
they could have the three or whatever extra cars serviced and ready from yesterday's crew, and only
have to clean three cars from the consist.
Then it occurred to me that there was a reason there
might be a better chance of the Sunset Limited departing New Orleans on time. I recalled having read
a few years back that Amtrak had standardized its
long distance consists so that they were more or less
interchangeable. If that is the case, then they could
send the City of New Orleans consist out as the
Sunset Limited, and then send the Sunset Limited
consist, once it was cleaned and serviced, out as the
City of New Orleans.
Yes, Virginia, there is a chance the Sunset Limited
might indeed depart on time, perhaps a very very
very very good chance. How much of my life savings would I bet on that? Frankly, my dear, not
much. Let's tie this article up now before I delay it
too much, and it has to go out later as my article titled, “A Really Boring Article About Amtrak”.
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Northern Pacific

By Steve Barkley with Brian Jansky

Behind the Bench Work
Seven Questions with Steve Barkley

How long have you been into Model Railroading?
Since I was a child. I got into serious modeling and changed from Lionel to HO when I entered
college.

How did you get into the hobby?
I always loved trains. My parents gave me my first Lionel set when I was 3, or so they told me!

Did you have any previous layouts before this one?
I build a small room sized layout when I moved into my first house in Beaumont following graduation from Law School in 1977.
I did have a G scale layout in the backyard until Hurricanes Rita and Ike tore up the landscape.

What interests you in your prototype?
The Northern Pacific and Burlington were the two railroads that served Billings, Montana where I
grew up.

Anybody or any layouts inspire you?
Wow! Gil Freitag encouraged me to go for my MMR. Doug Smith wrote several articles on operating model railroads in the early 1960’s. Frank Ellison also wrote the seminal articles on model
railroad operations. Mike Spoor really introduced me to the fun and challenge of trying to duplicate prototype operations.
I am awed by the talented modelers in the LSR and the layouts they have constructed and shared
over the years.

What is your favorite part of the hobby?
Building, painting and detailing cars and locomotives. I also enjoy trying to maintain my semaphore signal system.

Is there anything else you would like to share?
I am particularly pleased with my operating signal system which features both operating semaphores and dwarfs.

(Continued on page 11)
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Northern Pacific

By Steve Barkley with Brian Jansky

(Continued from page 10)

(Continued on page 12)
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Northern Pacific

By Steve Barkley with Brian Jansky

(Continued from page 11)
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December Minutes

by Richard Louvet

San Jac December Minutes
December was the annual Christmas Party. The December meeting was called to order and adjourned with no
business conducted.
Treasurer’s Report
The November 30 bank balance was $16,103.76. There were no deposits for the month. Expenditures were
$75.76 for a one year subscription to Office365.
Corrections
The November minutes should reflect that President Rex Ritz appointed Gilbert Freitag as an additional Director at Large and the position of Past President remains open.
Respectfully submitted,
Dick Louvet

Clinics Needed for 2016

By Chuck Lind

So far only 3 months have clinics scheduled for 2016.
Please consider your talents and what you can share.
Contact Chuck Lind
979-219-3305
chucklind46@gmail.com

Congratulations to Jim Long
Congratulations to Jim Long, who is quoted by Tony
Koester in the January Model Railroader. Jim was commenting on the significance of the late Andy Sperandeo to
our hobby.
Congratulations to Steve Sandifer
Also congratulations to Steve Sandifer, whose two page
spread appeared in the November Railroad Model
Craftsman. With November being election month, Steve
showed photos of the Ben Barnes for Governor of Texas
train on Santa Fe rails in 1971.
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com
Vice-President: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Denny McGonigle
denny_mc@hotmail.com
Director at Large: Gilbert Freitag
gilbertfreitag@att.net
Past President: (vacant)

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, JANUARY 5
“Operations on the Brownie 1979-84”
by

David N. Currey

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeaow.com
Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Steve Sandifer (cookies)

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Video Corner

“The Day After Christmas - Winter
Steam on the Durango & Silverton”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AK5mM8hXGfc
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